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RHCE Red Hat Certified Engineer Linux Study Guide (Exam RH302) (Certification Press)McGraw-Hill, 2007
The Best Fully Integrated Study System Available 

With hundreds of practice questions and hands-on exercises, RHCE Red Hat Certified Engineer Linux Study Guide, Fifth Edition covers what you need to know--and shows you how to prepare--for this challenging exam. 

	100% complete coverage of all objectives for...
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Linux System Administration Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2009
The job of Linux systems administrator is interrupt-driven and requires constant learning in byte-wise chunks. This book gives solutions to modern problems, even some you might not have heard of, such as scripting LDAP, making Mac clients play nice with Linux servers, and backup, security, and recovery scripts. Author Juliet Kemp takes a broad...
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Ubuntu Linux Bible: Featuring Ubuntu 10.04 LTSJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The best resource on the very latest for Ubuntu users!


	Ubuntu is a free, open-source, Linux-based operating system that can run on desktops, laptops, netbooks, and servers. If you've joined the millions of users around the world who prefer open-source OS-and Ubuntu in particular-this book is perfect for you. It brings...
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Solaris 10 : The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The Ultimate Resource on Solaris 10. Includes full details on all the new features. 
 Maximize all the capabilities of Sun Microsystems' FREE, innovative, and powerful UNIX-based operating system with help from this authoritative guide. Get full details on installation, process and device management, access control and...
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Mastering VMware Infrastructure 3Sybex, 2008
Transform your IT infrastructure without extra hardware
    Cut hardware costs, expand your capacity, and manage an entire fleet of virtual machines in your enterprise with the leading virtualization solution, VMware Infrastructure 3 (VI3), and the step-by-step instruction in this must-have guide. This essential book is packed...
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Mastering Ubuntu Server: Master the art of deploying, configuring, managing, and troubleshooting Ubuntu Server 18.04, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get up-to-date with the finer points of Ubuntu Server using this comprehensive guide

	
		Key Features

		
			A practical easy-to-understand book that will teach you how to deploy, maintain and troubleshoot Ubuntu Server
	
			Get well-versed with newly-added features in Ubuntu 18.04.

...
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Ubuntu Linux BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Everything you need to know—and then some!
    It's the fastest-growing, coolest Linux distribution out there, and now you can join the excitement with this information-packed guide. Want to edit graphics? Create a spreadsheet? Manage groups? Set up an NFS server? You'll learn it all and more with the expert guidance,...
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Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux, A (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	The Most Complete, Easy-to-Follow Guide to Ubuntu Linux

	
		
			The #1 Ubuntu server resource, fully updated for Ubuntu 10.4 (Lucid Lynx)–the Long Term Support (LTS) release many companies will rely on for years!

	
	
		...
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Ubuntu: The Complete Reference (Complete Reference Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
The Definitive Guide to Ubuntu--Covers Ubuntu 8.04 LTS

Maximize the powerful features of Ubuntu with expert guidance, tips, and techniques from bestselling Linux author Richard Petersen. Packed with clear explanations and detailed examples, this comprehensive volume shows you how to get off the ground with Ubuntu, set up...
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